
Lecture #20: Typing

• Values in a program generally have types that characterize what
operations are possible on them.

• The type that a value has at execution time we’ll call its dynamic
type.

• Our programming language may also ascribe types to certain con-
structs in the program: static types.

• Example: in Java, legal to write

String hi = "Hello, world!";

Object msg = hi;

x = msg.charAt (0); // ILLEGAL

msg’s values have static type Object. In this case, dynamic type of
its value is String.

• Idea: certain operations will cause error at runtime if given value of
wrong dynamic type, so

• Compiler conservatively guarantees this won’t happen by relying only
on static type.
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Static Semantics in Python

Python itself is

• Dynamically typed: variables can take on values of multiple types
over their lifetime.

• Statically scoped (mostly):

– Declarative regions are function, lambdas, class bodies, modules
(files), and “the built-in region.”

– Variable declared in a region if there is an assignment to it some-
where in the region, and. . .

– It is not declared “global” in that region.

– Scopes of declarations equal regions (minus holes).

– But classes are different: can create new instance variables (at-
tributes) on the fly:

class e:

def foo (self): self.a = 3 # When foo called, get a new attribute

def bar (self): return self.a # Illegal if foo not called first
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Changes for Pyth

Pyth is less dynamic:

• Can declare a variable or function (even after first assignment) to
have a particular type in a given region.

x : Integer

f : Integer -> Integer

def f (x): return 3

• Most things without type declarations can have any type.

• Methods (only defined by def) inside class C has type C×Any×· · · →

Any by default.

• Other functions (and all lambdas) have type Anyn
→ Any, where n is

the number of parameters.

• Doesn’t fully type things, since can’t capture, e.g., “list of Integer”,
just “list of anything”.

• Attributes of a class must be declared by assignment in the body of
the class (outside of method definitions).
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